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Is an airy kiss of Libra.
 

A sensual touch of ease in life. 
A connection to 

DIVINE ESSENCE within. 
 

A feeling of full immersion, 
a true experience of senses and

wholeness of being.
 

It's a journey to and of the self.
 

It's LISTENING.
 

Vibransè makes you feel light and
GLOWING like a ray of morning sun
peeking through the sheer curtains.

 
It's a dance of touch 

sliding down the curves. 
It's a playful giggle

 in between the words.
It's the smoothness of sound waves

emanating from a crystal sound
bowls. 

 
It’s a feeling you didn't know you

were missing that will have you
coming back again and again to feel
ACTIVATED, to feel inner sunshine

filling up the whole being.
 
 

Vibransè is an ILLUMINATION
of what is. 
It's a celebration of life’s 
ebbs and flows.

Bright light from the sun-catcher
spreading sun-rays throughout the
room. 

Bringing out CREATIVE side,
AUTHENTIC side to inspire and play
in the light and in the shadows.

Vibransè is a vulnerability of tapping
into the depth and owning every
part of your story. 

Getting comfortable with
uncomfortable.

It's an expression of SELF LOVE.
Love that changes the world in the
most beautiful way.

Vibransè is a COMMUNITY
connected through the intention
woven in every fiber.

May you activate your VIBRANT self.
Illuminating the world with your
ESSENCE.



Andrea Mihalik

Here to inspire to create, feel, flow,  be authentic, love and live fully. 
.

May you activate your vibrant self,
 illuminating the world with your essence.

With Gratitude

Hello, I am 

www.thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

Andrea

Creative being behind the brand Vibransè |vi.bran.see| 
inspired by cosmic vibrations.

.



VIBRANSÈ IS A
VULNERABILITY OF
TAPPING INTO THE

DEPTH AND
OWNING EVERY
PART OF YOUR

STORY. 
ANDREA



MY INTENTION

Thanks for being here,
your Andrea Mihalik

Andrea Mihalik, creative being

This is
Brand Vibransè by Andrea Mihalik is inspired by Cosmic Vibrations. 

Intentionally curated ceremonies, sessions and classes hold opportunity to tune into
vibration of love, gratitude, inspiration, embrace authenticity & to explore shadows
that are waiting to be uncovered. Space to deepen our connection to intuition so we
can remember our true essence. When we acknowledge our true essence, we are
able to bring out our gifts, inspire others and illuminate the world. .

Experience Sound Journey & Smudging Ceremony with Andrea that opens up the
space to share in the circle, set an intention and let the vibrations from instruments
like crystal sound bowls and drums take you on the exploration journey for the soul.

Tune into creative slow flow or vinyasa yoga class with intentionally guided
movement that feels the best in your own way as she’s leading you with a gentle
voice to your authentic self.   

As a facilitator Andrea curates sessions for variety of events and hosts ceremonies,
sound joyrneys & yoga flows for retreats and private & corporate activations. 

Feel her energy via creative expression on ig @andrea_mihalik



You are here right if

you are ready to embrace your
authentic self

you believe we are energetic
beings

Read before you start

vibransè by andrea mihalik

you coming with open heart to
receive whatever revelation
supposed to come your way

you wish to activate through
ceremony space

you feel your intuition
whispering this is the place to be

you are on the exploration
journey



Smudging

Our body holds frequency, energy field. 
As we interact with people, visit places
many times we pick up on the energy of
others. Good example is that feeling when
you feel down and you are next to someone
who is cheerful and happy, you are able to
shift your state of mind. This can have
positive impact, or bring shift of heaviness
or stagnancy.

Ritual of smudging is moving and cleansing
our energy field. It is possible to do the
same with our home or items we wish to
cleanse. 

I consider a very important part of the
smudging an intention. What do we wish to
achieve when doing so. While performing
ritual I am saying in my mind's eye or out
loud intentions to give energy shift
direction while guiding smoke around the
person. 

It is a very quick procedure, per person
takes about 60 seconds and all you have to
do is stand with arms by your body, palms
facing forward.

is a ritual of cleansing while burning herbs or
resin, guiding the smoke around the person or
space connected to prayer or intention.

Some of my favorites are palo santo, 
copal or sage. 



VIBRANSÈ IS AN
ILLUMINATION OF

WHAT IS. IT'S A
CELEBRATION OF

LIFE'S EBBS &
FLOWS.

ANDREA



Sharing Circle & Sound Journey
 

Smudging, Sharing Circle, Sound
Journey. Ceremony that opens up the
space to set an intention and let the
vibration from instruments take you

on the journey for the soul. 

Curated Offerings
 

Talk on wellness themes, Group
yoga class, Sound Journey or

combination of multiple. 
Let's curate together. 

vibransè by andrea mihalik

Birthdays, Bridal Blessings

Any significant event becoming gathering
of closest people that connect together

with intention to send all the blessings to
celebrated person. 

Slow Flow, Vinyasa or Restore
 

Shift energy within the body,
lenghten your muscles and invite

creative movement via yoga poses  
curated to your needs to feel

harmony mind body soul. 

Offerings

CORPORATE SESSIONS

CURATED CEREMONIES

YOGA CLASSES

BABY BLESSINGS
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Curated Ceremonies
Sharing Circle . Meditation . Sound Journey



 CEREMONIESCurated

Gathering with the close people
and  community to share the
safe space venturing on the
journey. 

WHAT OCCASION TO BOOK
CEREMONY FOR?

Experience Ceremony setting connected
to the theme that takes you through
Personal Smudging, Intention Setting,
Sharing Circle, Guided Meditation, Sound
Journey and Closing Circle. 

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

You don't need special occasion to have a
reason to book a ceremony. Every day is a
beautiful reason to gather with
community. It is a great opportunity to
slow down, to listen, to shift and cleanse
energy, to welcome revelations,
inspiration, messages you've been looking
for on the outside and to honor people in
your life creating and nourishing deeper
connection.
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CEREMONY FLOW

SMUDGING
1:1 Cleansing & Shifting

Energy with herbal smoke like
sage or palo santo connected

to prayer. Letting anything
heavy behind so we enter
with clear mind and open

heart.
INTENTION SETTING

Opening space with talk. 
Theme of the ceremony
transmuted to intention 
"why behind gathering".

Intention can be connection,
slowing down, healing, clarity,

honoring each other.SHARING CIRCLE

SOUND JOURNEY

CLOSING CIRCLE

GUIDED MEDITATION

Opportunity to deeply
LISTEN and SHARE. 

 
What are current emotions
present with connection to

intention.

Once in relaxed state
introducing instruments like
crystal sound bowls, chimes,

drums used in session all
according present energy.

Allowing these instruments to
activate certain parts of our

Guiding attendees with gentle
voice to enter inner world, to
relax and surrender. Entering

ALPHA and possibly even
THETA brain waves. 

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

OFFERINGS ARE CURATED ACCORDING YOUR INTENTION

Curated



$65 per person
 

starts at 
$400

Ceremony Add On
Mandala

CuratedCEREMONY PRICING
Price is based on number of attendees with optional add ons.

Add On 
Set Up Rental

Flower | Crystal
Mandala Affirmation

Cards
 

starts at 
$65

Blankets, Rugs,
Lanterns

 
starts at 

$150

Travel Fee Add On 
Fresh Flowers

5miles from 
South Beach incl. 

 
starts at 

$40

Flower Petals to 
decorate the space 

 
starts at 

$30
Please reach out via email for curated details andrea@thevibranse.com



Flower Mandala

CENTER PIECE
MANDALA CREATED

WITH INTENTION TO
CHARGE CRYSTALS,

TO CONNECT TO
ELEMENTS AND TO
HOLD AFFIRMATION
CARDS YOU GET TO

PICK.
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Blessings Ceremonies
Baby Blessings . Bridal Blessings . Solar Return



 CEREMONIESBlessings

Celebration of important life
events in the circle of family and
friends.

WHAT OCCASION TO BOOK
CEREMONY FOR?

Experience Ceremony setting connected
to the theme that takes you through
Personal Smudging, Intention Setting,
Sharing Circle, Guided Meditation, Sound
Journey and Closing Circle. 

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

Any significant event like Birthdays,
Baby/Bridal Blessings or New Beginnings
in life can become a gathering of closest
people that connect together with
intention to send all the blessings to
celebrated person. Our energy and good
wishes go far and this is a moment to
share it with your loved ones.  Adding a
special ritual like dream catcher weaving
makes this ceremony memorable
moment.
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CEREMONY FLOW

SMUDGING
1:1 Cleansing & Shifting

Energy with herbal smoke like
sage or palo santo connected

to prayer. Letting anything
heavy behind so we enter
with clear mind and open

heart.
INTENTION SETTING

Opening space with talk. 
Theme of the ceremony
transmuted to intention 
"why behind gathering".

Introduction + Sharing from
celebrated person. BLESSINGS RITUAL

SOUND JOURNEY

CLOSING CIRCLE

GUIDED MEDITATION

Opportunity to deeply
LISTEN and SHARE. 

 
Sharing Blessings, Good
Wishes with Celebrated

Person.

Once in relaxed state
introducing instruments like
crystal sound bowls, chimes,

drums used in session all
according present energy.

Allowing these instruments to
activate certain parts of our

Guiding attendees with gentle
voice to enter inner world, to
relax and surrender. Entering

ALPHA and possibly even
THETA brain waves. 

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

OFFERINGS ARE CURATED ACCORDING YOUR INTENTION

Blessings



$65 per person
 

starts at 
$400

Ceremony Add On
Flower Crown

BlessingsCEREMONY PRICING
Price is based on number of attendees with optional add ons.

Add On 
Set Up Rental

Fresh Flower Crown
for celebrated person

 
starts at 

$65

Blankets, Rugs,
Lanterns

 
starts at 

$150

Travel Fee Add On 
Fresh Flowers

5miles from 
South Beach incl. 

 
starts at 

$40

Flower Petals to 
decorate the space 

 
starts at 

$30

Please reach out via email for curated details andrea@thevibranse.com
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Corporate Sessions
Wellness Talk . Sound Journeys . Yoga Classes



SESSIONSCorporate

Bringing Wellness to your team,
Sharing Mindfulness Talks,
Sound Journey, Meditation or
Creative Movement. 

WHAT OCCASION TO BOOK
SESSION FOR?

Sharing inspiring tools and activations in
the corporate or work team setting to
boost creativity, engagement, promoting
clarity and excitement for a new projects.

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

Wellness tied to the wholeness of being
includes many different factors. Tools like
sound frequency, meditation or creative
movement are extremely impactful to our
lives which reflects in anything we engage
in. Treat your team to session based on
deeper connection, creative movement
(yoga), sound journey (sound healing) or
talk connected to guided meditation. 

Option to merge it all into the ceremony.
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Sessions Offerings

ENERGY CLEANSE
1:1 Smudging Cleanse of each
participant or Cleansing of

the space.

WELLNESS TALK
Wellness themed talk +
guided meditation as an

opportunity to slow down,
reset, gain clarity and focus.

GROUP YOGA CLASS

SOUND JOURNEY

BLEND OF MULTIPLE

GUIDED MEDITATION

Creative Curated Movement
to awaken the body, specially

if spending a lot of time in
seated position. Reset and

shift of whole system.
Choose from Slow Flow,
Restore Yoga or Vinyasa

Class.

Releasing stress and anxiety
on vibrational level. Sound

Bath is a meditation that uses
instruments like chimes,

crystal sound bowls, drums
and gong to invite harmony
into the being.  All you have
to do is lay down and rest.

Curated Guided Meditation to
let all participants draw their
attention inward. Learning to
listen to the body, mind, heart

recognizing our desires &
needs so they can show up to
their highest potential in life.

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

OFFERINGS ARE CURATED ACCORDING YOUR INTENTION

Corporate
Choose one that aligns with your needs or let's create blend of multiple offerings.



Pricing Available Upon
Request via email

Sound Ceremony Wellness Talk

CorporateSESSIONS PRICING
Price is based on number of attendees with optional add ons.

Group Yoga

Energy Cleanse Meditation

Please reach out via email for curated details andrea@thevibranse.com

Pricing Available Upon
Request via email

Pricing Available Upon
Request via email

Pricing Available Upon
Request via email

Pricing Available Upon
Request via email



 BRINGING OUT
CREATIVE SIDE,

AUTHENTIC SIDE
TO INSPIRE AND

PLAY IN THE LIGHT
AND IN THE
SHADOWS. 

ANDREA
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Yoga Classes
Vinyasa . Slow Flow . Restore



CLASSESYoga

Exploring Creative Movement
that activates the body on
many levels.

WHAT OCCASION TO BOOK
SESSION FOR?

Opportunity to dive into 1:1 or private
group practice of yoga asanas. Move
energy withing the bodies channels so
you can feel harmony, length and
openness. Yoga practice of asanas (poses)
is not just for flexible people. This
impactful practice is for everyone.

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

It's an exploration journey through
movement. Yes you will gain more length
in muscles and much much more. Getting
to know your body speaking, getting
comfortable with uncomfortable, using
your awareness to identify patterns,
needs, desires. Yoga is philosophy, way of
life and starting with movement is
beginning of a beautiful journey. May you
embrace your authentic self and feel deep
connection with your essence.
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Classes

RESTORE YOGA

Longer hold of poses mostly
close to ground to drop
deeper in physical and

energetic body.

VINYASA YOGA
Creative Flow that keeps body

moving with ease
incorporating exploration of
arm balances, inversions and

other fun poses.

SLOW FLOW

ADD ON 
SOUND JOURNEY

BLEND OF MULTIPLE

ADD ON MEDITATION

Blend of Restore Yoga and
Vinyasa Yoga that offers slow
movement to feel, to listen, to

tune in  but still makes you
move your body. This one is
one of my favorite practices.

Optional add on of Sound
Journey Savasana. 

Savasana is final lay down
meditation that closes practice
of movement.  Opportunity to
enhance savasana with sound

frequency.

Every class includes opening
meditation to transition from

outside world to your mat
with full body mind

awareness.

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

OFFERINGS ARE CURATED ACCORDING YOUR INTENTION

Yoga
Choose one that aligns with your needs or let's create blend of multiple offerings.



1:1 session
 

$140

Private Yoga

Add On 
Sound Bath

YogaCLASSES PRICING
Price is based on number of attendees with optional add ons.

Group Yoga

Turn savasana into 
10+ min sound journey

 
starts at 

$30

$30 per person with
minimum $200

 
starts at 

$200

Travel Fee
5miles from 

South Beach incl. 
 

starts at 
$40

Please reach out via email for curated details andrea@thevibranse.com
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1:1 Sound Journey
Energy Shift . Sound Journey . Integration



SOUND JOURNEYPrivate

Sound Therapy is an ancient
meditative practice that uses
instruments to create healing
vibrations around the body in
the meditative state.

WHAT OCCASION TO BOOK
SESSION FOR?

 Sound vibransè comes from instruments
like crystal sound bowls, chimes, drums,
shakers & gong and is received by our
bodies to restore the state of harmony.
Resonation with energetic centers in the
body allows to connect and transform the
mind and restore the body on many levels
including feeling creative flow,
revelations, new ideas, improved sleep,
signs, messages, state of peace, lightness
and connection to divine intelligence. 

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

If you going through shifts in life and feel
like everything is moving way too fast, if
you seeking release and restoration, if you
wish to share what's on your heart
without fear of being judged. This space is
curated to you can be heard, so you can
speak freely to gain  understanding and
possibly new perspective on life. 

This session is also great if you are on
exploration journey learning all layers of
self and embodying authenticity to your
full potential. 

May we all embrace our divine essence.
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SOUND JOURNEY

SMUDGING
1:1 Cleansing & Shifting

Energy with herbal smoke like
sage or palo santo connected

to prayer. Letting anything
heavy behind so we enter
with clear mind and open

heart.
INTENTION SETTING

Opening space with talk. 
Theme of the session

transmuted to intention 
"why behind session".

Intention can be connection,
slowing down, healing, clarity,

honoring each other.BE TRULY HEARD

SOUND JOURNEY

CLOSING BLESSING

INTEGRATION

Opportunity to SHARE freely
and be HEARD 

with no judgement.
What are current emotions
present with connection to

intention.

Once in relaxed state
introducing instruments like
crystal sound bowls, chimes,

drums used in session all
according present energy.

Allowing these instruments to
activate certain parts of our

Revelations from the session,
feelings, sensations and

overall clarity so the
activation can be integrated.

Integration includes any
questions you might have as
well as next steps direction.

thevibranse.com | @andrea_mihalik

OFFERINGS ARE CURATED ACCORDING YOUR INTENTION

Private



1:1 session
 

$280

Sound Journey

PrivateSOUND JOURNEY PRICING
Price is based on number of attendees with optional add ons.

Group Session
2 people $320 

 
for more than 

2 people please see
Curated Ceremony

Pricing
 
 

Travel Fee
5miles from 

South Beach incl. 
 

starts at 
$40

Please reach out via email for curated details andrea@thevibranse.com



VIBRANSÈ IS A
COMMUNITY
CONNECTED

THROUGH THE
INTENTION WOVEN

IN EVERY FIBER.  
ANDREA



Collaborations
I truly believe that sharing my passion for aligned brands

elevates the experience. 
 

At the moment I am enjoying collaboration with sound bowl
company Cosmic Sound Bowls and Miami local clothing

brand Ban de Osh.

@andrea_mihalik | thevibranse.com

Cosmic Sound Bowls Ban de Osh

For Collaborations please reach out via email 
andrea@thevibranse.com



.
thevibranse.com

.
@andrea_mihalik

.
andrea@thevibranse.com

.
 
 

Let's connect 
for more magic

.
 
 


